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Quantum state can be teleported to a remote site by only local measurement and classical commu-
nication if the prior Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen quantum channel is available between the sender and
the receiver. Those quantum channels shared by multiple nodes can constitute a quantum network.
Yet, studies on the efficiency of quantum communication between nodes of quantum networks remain
limited, which differs from classical case in that the quantum channel will be consumed if telepor-
tation is performed. Here, we introduce the exclusive quantum channels (EQC) as the measure of
efficiency of quantum information transmission. It quantifies the amount of quantum information
which can be teleported between nodes in a quantum network. We show that different types of
EQC are local quantities with effective circles. Significantly, capacity of quantum communication
of quantum networks quantified by EQC is independent of distance for the communicating nodes.
Thus, the quantum network can be dealt as the isotropic medium where quantum communication
is no-decaying. EQC are studied by both analytical and numerical methods. The EQC can be
enhanced by transformations of lattices of quantum network via entanglement swapping. Our result
opens the avenue in studying the quantum communication of the quantum networks.
Quantum information processing offers quantum algo-
rithms which may surpass their classical counterparts.
Recently, quantum network and its extension, quantum
internet which might potentially be the next generation
internet, have been attracting a great deal of interests
[1–6]. The quantum networks are constituted by quan-
tum nodes where quantum information can be produced,
stored and processed locally. Those nodes are supposed
to be linked by both quantum channels and classical
channels so that quantum states can be teleported be-
tween different nodes. This feature is also essential if
each individual node in quantum network is restricted
to finite size of state space, and probably the central
quantum servers are available. The quantum network
may have the capabilities for quantum computation with
a distributed style, simulation of quantum many-body
systems [10, 11], quantum metrology [9], quantum cloud
computation with unconditional security by quantum key
distribution protocols [7]. These exciting features provide
the motivation to examine research related to quantum
networks.
Quantum state can be sent directly between any nodes
by flying qubits like photons in quantum networks. On
the other hand, the prior shared entangled state between
different nodes, which can be considered as the available
quantum channel, can facilitate quantum communication
by only local operations on each individual node with
assistance of classical communication. This is the well-
known teleportation [12]. Additionally, the teleportation
protocol may increase the fidelity for state transmission
in case entanglement purification is applied [13, 14]. This
is a fundamental function of the quantum network. The
efficiency of such a quantum network for quantum com-
munication should be well described and quantified. One
pioneering work is about the entanglement percolation
in quantum networks [15]. It is shown that the prob-
lem of establishing maximally entangled states between
nodes can be related directly to classical percolation in
statistical mechanics. In particular, by applying appro-
priate local measurements on some nodes which changes
the lattice configurations of quantum network and cor-
respondingly changes the percolation threshold, the en-
tanglement percolation can change from failure to suc-
cess. However, the entanglement percolation only de-
scribes whether a quantum channel between two nodes
can be constructed or not, i.e. it only shows ‘on’ or ‘off’.
If it succeeds, it is still not clear what amount of quantum
information can be teleported. In comparison with clas-
sical networks, this is crucial for quantum networks since
once the pre-shared entanglement is consumed for tele-
potation, new quantum channel should be constructed.
Thus the number of exclusive quantum channels, i.e., in-
dependent maximally entangled pairs, become important
for quantum networks.
In this work, we define the EQC as the expectation
number of maximally entangled pairs, which equals to the
number of individual qubits capable teleported between
two nodes in an established quantum network, normal-
ized by the number of bonds connecting each node. We
find that two types of EQC depend on the local structure
and the bond singlet conversion probability of the quan-
tum network. Particularly, they are independent of the
distance of the studied nodes when they are located far-
ther than their effective radii. They can then be easily
computed without considering the detailed connections
between these nodes. Significantly, it also means that
the EQC are non-exponentially decaying, thus avoiding
the main hurdle for long-distance quantum communica-
tion. The EQC can be increased by lattices transforma-
tion realized by quantum measurements on some nodes.
2We show that this quantity defines effectively the effi-
ciency of the quantum communication for the quantum
network. The EQC are universal quantities applicable in
quantum networks with various geometries.
EXCLUSIVE QUANTUM CHANNELS
We consider a quantum network which constitutes a
periodic two-dimensional lattice, see FIG. p1. The nodes
are located at lattice sites, and each bond connecting
nearest neighboring sites correspond a pure entangled
state shared by two nodes, |ϕ〉 = √λ1|00〉 +
√
λ2|11〉,
where λ1 + λ2 = 1 and λ1 ≥ λ2 is assumed.
Suppose we need to transmit some qubits from Al-
ice at node A in the network to Bob at node B. We
follow the standard protocol: First, we convert each
entangled state represented by a bond to a maximally
entangled state. The optimal conversion probability is
p = min(1, 2(1 − λ1)), [16]. The quantum network then
is mapped to a classical network with each bond appear-
ing probability p, see Ref. [15] and FIG. 1 (a). Secondly,
if the bonds of maximally entangled states can form a
path connectingA and B, by entanglement swapping (en-
tanglement repeating), a maximally entangled state can
be generated, which constitutes a quantum channel, be-
tween A and B. Then Alice can teleport a qubit to Bob.
The entanglement percolation describes well whether this
protocol can succeed or not [15]. However, different from
classical case, the quantum channel can only be used
once. After a qubit is teleported through a quantum
channel, the resource of entanglement is consumed. The
bonds no longer carry the entanglement. So the num-
ber of EQC of a quantum network is a key quantity in
describing the efficiency of quantum communication, see
FIG. 1.
We define the EQC as,
EQC =
N(p)
N(1)
(1)
where N(p) is the expectation number of quantum chan-
nels connecting A and B, and N(1) = N(p)|p=1 which
is actually the number of bonds connecting each node in
one to one communication and thus is fixed for a lattice.
By definition, EQC increases with p, is upper bounded
by 1, and depends on the network and the protocol used.
Greater EQC means higher efficiency of qubit transmis-
sion. It is generally very hard to find EQC analytically.
However, as we can see below, the regular structures of
lattices allow us to build a rather simple model which
can approximate EQC well.
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FIG. 1. A part of an infinite square network with p = 2/3
after the singlet conversion. (a) Blue bonds are states that
has been successfully converted to maximally entangled states
while gray bonds represent those failed. (b) The three inde-
pendent quantum connections between A (Alice) and B (Bob)
marked as green points are highlighted in red, yellow and pur-
ple (also 1, p2 and 3). (c) A part of an infinite square network
with p = 2/3 and d = 3. The three quantum connections be-
tween Alice and Bob (green points) are highlighted in red
(also 1, 2 and 3). (d) The attractive circles in the network.
Each circle has 4 ‘internal bonds’. Outside the effective circles
the network can be regarded simply as an isotropic ‘medium’.
So, whether a quantum channel can be formed or not mostly
depends on how many ‘internal bond’ is formed.
ATTRACTIVE AND REPULSIVE RADII
Now, we consider a quantum network with square lat-
tice configuration. We remark that our method is general
and applicable for various quantum networks. We also
assume that p > 0.6, which is clear above the percola-
tion threshold of square lattices, pcritical = 0.5. When p
is near the critical point, the quantum state transferring
efficiency can be reasonably assumed to be low. The ef-
fective approximation method may not be applicable, so
we will not discuss this situation.
Let Alice and Bob be on two lattice nodes with dis-
tance d, which is defined as the linear distance and the
distance of two nearest neighboring sites is assumed to
be 1. Now Alice would like to send some qubits to Bob
via the network. Monte Carlo estimations (FIG. 2) shows
that when p > 0.6, EQC between Alice and Bob decreases
and converges quickly to its asymptotic value when d in-
creases. This fast convergence suggests us to define the
attractive radius of an effective circle,
The EQC can be fitted by an exponential function,
EQC = E0 + C0e
−γatd, (2)
where E0, C0 are parameters depending on p. We then
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FIG. 2. (a) Monte Carlo estimations of EQC between two
nodes in a square lattice for different ps. Since the attrac-
tive radii pertain to relative change of EQC, we depict the
relative EQC in which all EQC of d = 7 are normalized as
1. For the original image, see [18] for details. The corre-
sponding γs for p = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 are 1.2, 1.7, 10.6, 10.9,
with rat = 1.33, 1.09, 0.59, 0.59. A rather fast convergence
can be observed when p > 0.8. (b) Monte Carlo estimations
of EQC from two nodes to infinity for different ps. For con-
venience in demonstration of repulsive radii we still present
the relative EQC. All EQC of d = 10 are normalized as 1.
For the original image, see [18] for details. The correspond-
ing γs for p = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 are 0.64, 1.04, 1.59, 2.37, with
rrp = 2.06, 1.46, 1.13, 0.92.
can relate the attractive radius with an exponent param-
eter, rat = 1/γat + 1/2. When d > 2rat, i.e. the attrac-
tive circles are not overlap, the second term in Eq. (2)
can be neglected since it is less than e−2 as we generally
used physically. Thus, we know that E0 represents EQC
asymptotically when distance d is large, this is what we
are interested. We will present an estimation of E0 be-
low. This formula agrees well with numerical results, see
FIG.2. For p > 0.6, we have a rough estimation for the
attractive radius, 1 < rat <
√
2. This means that the
effective circle of Alice or Bob includes only their nearest
neighboring sites on a square lattice.
The physical interpretation of rat can be understood as
the radius of an effective circle. When the distance of A
and B is larger than 2rat ≈ 2.8, the EQC will be approx-
imated being independent of their distance, EQC = E0
which is a fixed value for a lattice. It seems like that the
two nodes are connected by first connecting from their
positions to the borders of their effective circle, and sec-
ond the two circles are connected through the isotropic
medium. This result is significant since it means that the
number of qubits capable transmitted through a quan-
tum network does not decrease with the increase of the
distance. It avoids the usual exponential decaying prob-
ability for long-distance quantum communication. Our
result is also consistent with the conclusion that quan-
tum percolation in quantum networks can succeed when
p is larger than a threshold. The EQC further quantifies
the number of quantum channels available in a quantum
network. When A and B are located near, it is possible
that more quantum channels can be constructed. So the
attraction will be beneficial which stimulates the name
‘attractive radius’.
Next, we consider a different scheme for quantum com-
munication in quantum networks. The scheme is that Al-
ice and Bob at different nodes would like to send qubits
to someone at positions of infinity in the network. Here
we only concern about how many qubits can be sent out
by Alice and Bob. A simple consideration is that if Al-
ice and Bob are located near in the quantum network,
their ability of sending out qubits will be influenced by
each other. The problem is in what distance they can
send out qubits independently. We name the radius of
this circle as the repulsive radius. Monte Carlo estima-
tions (FIG. 2) show that when p > 0.6, EQC for Alice
and Bob together to transfer states to someone at infinity
increases and converges quickly to its asymptotic value
when d increases, similar as the case of the attractive cir-
cles. Also, we fit the Monte Carlo data to an exponential
function like Eq. (2). We find that EQC of this type is
also described well by an exponential function (Fig. 2),
EQC = E′0 + C
′
0e
−γrpd, (3)
where E′0, C
′
0 are parameters similar to those in previ-
ous consideration of attractive radii. Also we define the
repulsive radius as, rrp = 1/γrp + 1/2. We emphasize
that the EQC here means that Alice and Bob both send
qubits to infinity. For p > 0.6, we have a rough estima-
tion,
√
2 < rrp < 2. It means that when distance of Alice
and Bob is larger than 2rrep ≈ 4, they can be considered
independent in sending out qubits.
The repulsive radius rrp also has a clear physical inter-
pretation. It describes the range of the bonds that have
a significant influence to the quantum channels connect-
ing A and B to infinity. For small d, the paths which
connect A and B with positions of infinity used to build
the quantum channels will conflict with each other, which
will decrease the number of quantum channels resulting
in a smaller EQC.
The key feature of the EQC as a function of distance
is its rapid convergence to a stationary value. It is worth
mentioning that this is a universal feature for various
lattices.
EVALUATION OF EXCLUSIVE QUANTUM
CHANNELS
Now we can easily approximate EQC analytically by
using the physical meanings of rat and rrp. Suppose Al-
ice needs to transmit qubits to Bob. Two situations are
considered: (i) Point-to-point quantum communication,
Alice and Bob both can access only one node in the net-
work; (ii) Multipartite-to-multipartite quantum commu-
nication, they each can access k nodes. Here we assume
that each node is independent from other nodes. That
is, any pair distance of those k nodes possessed by Alice
(Bob) is larger than 2rrp. And Alice’s group nodes are
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FIG. 3. (a) Comparison between EQC and θp of triangle lat-
tice(the proportion of nodes in the largest connected nodes)
[17, 19]. We may observe that θp (red linep) corresponding
to entanglement percolation is like a ‘jump function’ demon-
strating only success or failure, while the behavior of the pro-
posed EQC is different, it in general increases monotonically
with p and approaches 1 finally when p takes the limit of 1.
Because the exact expression of θp is an infinite series and we
picks first 30 terms here, the zero point of the curve is slightly
different from the exact percolation threshold 0.347 [15]. But
the ‘jump function’ property is maintained. (b) Lines with
different symbols represent Monte Carlo estimation of EQC
of square, triangle and hexagon lattices. Red lines are fit-
ted curves according to Eq. p(5), with corresponding lattice
indices αsquare ≈ 2.6, αtriangle ≈ 0.9, αhexagon ≈ 2.8.
far from Bob’s group nodes. Within this situation, our
approach gives E0 in Eq. (2). Henceforth, all EQC we
mentioned here are E0 since distance is supposed large.
Here we still consider the case of square lattice firstly.
For the first situation (i), when p > 0.6 which means
rat <
√
2, the effective circle contains only 5 nodes, 4
internal bonds and 12 peripheral bonds connecting to the
outside of the circle. When Alice and Bob are far away
from each other, the quantum channels between A and B
depend mostly on number of maximally entangled states
induced by those 4 internal bonds for Alice or Bob. Only
pairs of internal bonds belonging respectively to two sides
can possibly form independent quantum channels. The
number of established pairs is denoted by X which is a
random number. Thus the expectation of the number of
pairs is,
EX(p) =
∑
1≤i,j≤4
min{i, j}Ci4Cj4pi+j(1− p)8−(i+j). (4)
We remark that when min{i, j} is omitted, the above
equation equals to 4p. When p→ 1, the medium can be
seen as fully connected, and we have an asymptotic limit,
E0 ≈ EX(p)/4.
For general p > 0.6, notice that for a connected neigh-
boring point of A, the probability that at least one pe-
ripheral bond is connected to the outside is (1−(1−p)3).
Under this consideration, the probability that the quan-
tum connection does not meet a dead end in the ‘medium’
can be written as (1− (1−p)3)α, where α is like an index
of the medium depending only on lattice which can be
fitted by numerical data. In this way, an estimated EQC
can be written as follows,
E0 =
EX(p)
4
(1− (1− p)3)α (5)
We can find that this formula agrees well with the data,
see FIG. 3. The FIG. 3(a) also shows difference between
entanglement percolation and EQC. It is worth mention-
ing that the EQC also experienced a phase transition at
the percolation threshold.
Next, we consider situation (ii). Alice can access k in-
dependent points A1, A2,..., Ak, Bob can similarly access
B1, B2,..., Bk. The same reasoning can be applied, the
Eq.(4) can be generalized as,
EX(p) =
∑
1≤i,j≤4k
min{i, j}Ci4kCj4kpi+j(1 − p)8k−(i+j)
(6)
Then we immediately have,
E0 =
EX(p)
4k
(1 − (1− p)3)α. (7)
The validity of this formula can be confirmed similarly
as Eq. (5), and it agrees well with numerical results. We
remark that here we assume p is far from the critical
point. Higher order of correction terms become signifi-
cant and thus not negligible when the considered p gets
closer to the critical point. Actually the number of cor-
rection terms tend to infinity in Eq. (5) and Eq. (7) when
the estimation is carried out at the critical point of the
network.
For comparison between Eq. (7) and Monte Carlo ap-
proach, see [18] for figures. Data shows that multipartite-
to-multipartite quantum communication offers a higher
EQC. This can be explained as that more bonds tend
to be easier to be paired up, and the influence of the
minimum function is weakened.
Another important kind of situation is that Alice and
Bob can access different number of nodes. For example,
Alice can access one node while Bob can access k ≥2
nodes. This resembles a ‘distribution’ scenario. Results
show that EQC is very close to p and is almost con-
stant when k ≥ 2. This can be explained similar to the
previous case by noting that the four bonds within the
attractive effective circle of Alice can almost always be
paired in this case, see [18] for figures.
LATTICE TRANSFORMATION
Lattice transformation by entanglement swapping at
some nodes can enhance entanglement percolation prop-
erties [15, 17]. This is done by altering the lattice
structure by carrying out first at some nodes the op-
timal entanglement swapping protocol and correspond-
ingly changing the percolation threshold of the network.
5In this section we focus on the EQC of the networks
undertaking various transformations and study whether
the lattice transformations can increase or decrease the
communication efficiency. For lattice transformation, we
need to modify the definition of EQC as
EQC =
N ′(p)
N(1)
, (8)
whereN ′(p) refers to the expectation number of quantum
channels connecting A and B in the new network, and
N(1) is that of the old network with p = 1, regarded
as fixed initial entanglement resources. (If two or more
bonds are connecting two neighboring nodes, consider
the bond-separated situations). This modification takes
lattice transformation effects into account, and the EQC
can be compared to the previously defined one to evaluate
the effect of the transformations.
By using Monte Carlo methods, we observe two typi-
cal situations when lattice transformations may be ben-
eficial. When the entanglement percolation have differ-
ent thresholds for the corresponding lattices, however,
the EQC curves may demonstrate two behaviors, (i)
intersecting or (ii) non-intersecting. For the (i) non-
intersecting case, lattice transformation can enhance the
efficiency for all p above the percolation threshold. In
contrast for the (ii) intersecting case, the lattice trans-
formation induced by entanglement swapping is benefi-
cial in some regions while in other regions is not, i.e.
the EQC may decrease after lattice transformation. In
the following, we consider two lattice transformations as
examples.
Double-bond Hexagonal Lattice.— We know that a
double-bond hexagonal lattice with p slightly less than
its percolation threshold pth6 can be transformed into
a single-bond triangular lattice with p′ greater than
its percolation threshold pth3 via entanglement swap-
ping [15, 17]. Our approach by estimating EQC re-
veals that there is an intersection between two EQC
curves. The corresponding p of the intersection can be
estimated by rewriting Eq.(5) for triangle and hexag-
onal lattices EQCtri = EX(p)tri(1 − (1 − p)5)αtri/6,
EQChex = EX(p
′)hex(1 − (1 − p′)2)αhex/6. We can sub-
stitute p = 2−√2 and p′ = 2(1− (1− p/2)2) into those
equations. It is apparently that EQChex = 0.5, while
applying Eq. (5) to triangle lattice, we find EQCtri <
EX(p)tri/6 = 0.47 < 0.5, which demonstrates an inter-
section in the curves of EQC (see FIG. 4).
We also notice that for a network with more bonds
connecting with one node, its EQC is closer to Eq.(5).
Monte Carlo estimations confirm the intersection. Our
approach provides an explicit illustration for this lattice
transformation: For p ≤ pintersect, lattice transforma-
tion is beneficial not only for a lower critical point in
entanglement percolation but a higher efficiency shown
by EQC as well. But for p ≥ pintersect, transformation
will decrease the quantum communication efficiency rep-
resented by EQC.
Another lattice transformation involves separating
double bonds and turns the network into two identical
single-bond networks. This strategy can be applied for
around p > 0.76 by considering the EQC (Fig. 4), in
which two separately-used bonds can give a higher p.
Hexagonal Lattice with 1/3 Double Bonds to Square
Lattice.— For this example, a hexagonal lattice with
1
3 double bond can be transformed into a single-bond
square lattice (FIG. 4). First we can easily conclude that
the percolation threshold of square lattice is lower than
that of both kinds of strategies of hexagonal lattice with
1/3 double bonds. Monte Carlo estimations show that
the EQC of square lattice is higher than those two dif-
ferent strategies about the double bonds. This means
we can benefit from lattice transformation for the whole
range of p > 0.5.
DISCUSSION
Quantum network is currently one of the central topics
of quantum information processing. Quantum commu-
nication by teleportation protocol should be one funda-
mental function of quantum networks where nodes share
entanglements such as Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen pairs as
quantum channels. However, despite its many advan-
tages, teleportation is entanglement resource consuming
which results in switching off the quantum channel when
one state is teleported. The number of independent or
exclusive quantum channels shared by nodes of the quan-
tum networks, which corresponds the amount of quan-
tum information capable of being transmitted, becomes
an important problem. In this work, we systematically
investigate this quantity and find some significant prop-
erties by both analytical and numerical methods. Quan-
tum communication capacity quantified by EQC between
nodes of quantum networks is, surprisingly, independent
of the communicating distance. This not only avoids
the exponential decaying of standard quantum repeat-
ing communication, but also it actually does not suffer
any decaying with distance. We remark that this non-
decaying property is different from the long-distance en-
tanglement by that this quantum channel is established
by a chain of entanglement swapping. It naturally de-
cays exponentially in one-dimensional case depending on
the conversion probability p. Exact formulae of EQC are
obtained, and the involved parameters are studied. We
also show that EQC can be enhanced by lattices trans-
formations performed by quantum measurements. At the
same time, however, this may also induce the reduction
of EQC in some region of p. EQC is a new concept pro-
posed specifically for quantum networks. Many aspects
of this quantity and some closely related topics can be
explored further. This opens a new avenue in studying
6quantum communication of quantum networks.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
EXPLICIT CURVES OF EQC
See Fig. 5.
COMPARISON BETWEEN MONTE CARLO METHOD AND ESTIMATION EQ. (7)
In our consideration in the main text, the probability of a successfully formed internal bond of sender is p. If all
these bonds can finally connected to receiver, this gives the upper bond of EQC, that is, EQCmax = p. We can make
comparison of EQCs between different situations and investigate how much are they closed to EQC = p. See Fig. 6
SITUATION WHEN ALICE AND BOB CAN ACCESS TO DIFFERENT NUMBER OF NODES
According to Eq. (6) in the main text, the influence of the minimum function will be reduced, thus gives a higher
EQC, when Alice and Bob can access different number of nodes. It is because if the number of nodes accessed by
receiver is larger than that of sender, the internal bonds of the sender can almost always be paired by internal bonds
of receiver’s. See Fig. 7
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7c d
FIG. 4. (a) Double-bond hexagonal lattice and triangle lattice transformation via entanglement swapping. (b) Hexagonal
lattice with 1/3 double bond and square lattice transformation via entanglement swapping. (c) Comparison between EQC of
double-bond hexagonal lattice (black dotted line), single-bond triangular lattice (red dotted line) and two copies of single-bond
hexagonal lattice (green dotted line). We can see that roughly in 0.5 ≤ p ≤ 0.6, the lattice transformation is not beneficial.
In the limit p → 1, the triangle lattice and two single-bond give almost the same EQC. (d) Comparison between EQC of
hexagonal lattice with 1/3 double bond (red dotted line), square lattice (black dotted line) and the hexagonal lattice regarding
double bonds as two single bonds (green dotted line). We can see that after lattice transformation, not only the percolation
threshold is decreased but also the EQC of square lattice for all p is higher than those two different transformations about the
double bonds.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. 5. According to Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) in the main text, E0 and rat (rrp)are two important parameters of given network
and approach of information transmission
. (a) p = 0.6, the attractive radius rat ≈ 1.33, the long distance EQC limit E0 ≈ 0.38. (b) p = 0.7, the attractive radius
rat ≈ 1.09, the long distance EQC limit E0 ≈ 0.54. (c) p = 0.6, the repulsive radius rrp ≈ 2.06, the long distance EQC limit
E0 ≈ 0.5. (d) p = 0.7, the repulsive radius rat ≈ 1.46, the long distance EQC limit E0 ≈ 0.66
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FIG. 6. We show comparison of two scenarios. (i) In the main text, Eq. (7) gives the estimation of EQC (E′0) of scenario
where Alice and Bob both can access to k independent nodes. Black squares represent EQC (i) with k = 2. (ii) Alice and Bob
both can access one nodes. Blue triangles represent EQC (ii). Green line is the estimation function Eq. (7). Red line denotes
EQC = p, which is the maximum number of long-distance EQC according to Eq.(4)-(7) in the main text
.
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FIG. 7. Black squares and lines represents the ‘distribution’ scenario related to the repulsive radius in the main text: Alice and
Bob, each accesses to one node, send qubits to many receivers far away. According to the reasoning below, these ‘distribution’
scenarios have higher EQC, thus higher efficiency. We can observe this efficiency shows asymptotic behavior of EQC = p. Blue
triangles and lines represents scenario where Alice and Bob both can access one node, sending qubits to each other. The EQC
of this type is much lower.
